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“Britain’s best klezmer and Balkan music band”  

The Evening Standard 
 

 
First Dance on Second Avenue 
Released in Spring 2017 
 
***** Evening Standard     

***** fRoots               

**** The Guardian 
Touring their fourth album ‘First Dance on Second Avenue’, She’Koyokh goes on a formidably gymnastic journey across Eastern 

Europe and beyond. The group starts out in 1950s New York and finishes up in a Turkish sauna, via Romanian mountains and 

Serbian villages, featuring klezmer, virtuosic Balkan dances and soulful songs from Albania, Armenia and Bulgaria.  
 
Klezmer Special (4-7 musicians) 
 
"Klezmer and Balkan masters, She’Koyokh, are instantly recognisable as the leaders in their genre" (Jewish Music Institute). This 

award-winning ensemble, She'Koyokh (meaning "nice one" in Yiddish), leads us to the wedding canopy with Jewish dances, 

processional tunes, soulful doinas (improvisations) and nigunim (tunes without words). Captivating lead vocalist Cigdem Aslan 

brings the rich Sephardic heritage onstage with songs from the Judeo-Spanish tradition that travelled to and through the Ottoman 

Empire.  

  
Jyotsna Srikanth & She'Koyokh: Bangalore, Balkans and Bagels  
 
Klezmer & Balkan band She’Koyokh team up with Europe’s foremost South Indian violinist, Jyotsna Srikanth for a virtuosic 

collaboration inspired by the musical traditions and trade routes from India to the Balkans. Through their own distinct musical 

languages, they bring together a caravan of Eastern European sounds spiced with soulful, Ashkenazi, Sephardic and Indian 

Jewish melodies, Carnatic improvisation, original compositions, Gypsy themes and South Indian rhythms laden with Balkan fire. 

 

Winter songs from the Baltic to the Black Sea 
with special guest Monooka -vocals, puppetry 
 

A winter voyage from the Baltic to the Black Sea, through mesmerising seasonal songs, and a good dose of foot-stomping, 

festive klezmer music. 

 

Lead vocalist Cigdem Aslan (Turkey), shares the stage with singer and puppeteer, Monooka (Romania), for an alternative 

‘Christmas’ concert. Highlights include Byzantine carols traditionally sung by Orthodox monks in Romania, Pagan songs that 

welcome the return of the sun after the winter solstice, Hannukah melodies to celebrate the Jewish festival of lights and last -but 

certainly not least- a lively, dancing Romanian goat! 
 

 

 


